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CHAPTER

ONE

THE EASY WAY TO SETUP, BUILD & RELEASE FLUTTER APPS FOR
IOS ON LINUX, WINDOWS AND MACOS

Welcome to the documentation pages for Appollo.
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Chapter 1. The easy way to setup, build & release flutter apps for iOS on Linux, Windows and
MacOS

CHAPTER

TWO

WHAT IS APPOLLO ?

Appollo is an open-source tool to help developers setup and release their Flutter apps on iOS.
Thanks for checking it out.
Fig. 1: A tool for developers by developers
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Chapter 2. What is Appollo ?

CHAPTER

THREE

GET STARTED

Here, you will find informations regarding Appollo and how to use it.
If you are getting started this is how we recommend you use the docs :
• First, we advise you to read our Installation guide for instructions on how to install Appollo.
• Next, check how to setup your app with Appollo following our complete Tutorial and build your Flutter app to
iOS.
• If you want to know every option Appollo has to offer, check out our Reference Guide
This documentation is constantly evolving and we appreciate every help we can get, so feel free to contribute.
You can learn more about how to contribute on the dedicated page.

3.1 Installation
Appollo is a CLI utility developed in Python. It is easily installed with pip.
pip install appollo
Once installed we can easily run the CLI in the terminal $ appollo and you should get the help output of the terminal.
If it is your first time using Appollo, create an Appollo account by running :
appollo signup

Note: PIP is the python package manager. PIP and python should be installed on your computer for Appollo to work.
Install python.

Warning: python 3.6 or higher is required for Appollo to work properly.
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3.2 Tutorial
This is a complete guide to Appollo.
This tutorial is aimed towards beginning developers and new Appollo users.
In this in-depth tutorial, you’ll learn everything from the creation of your to releasing your app on the .
Let’s get started.

3.2.1 1. How to create an Apple Developer Account
A quick guide to enroll in Apple’s Developer Program
The Apple Developer Program is a must have if you want to publish on the App Store.
Follow this easy 5-steps guide to enroll! No downloads required.
Step 1: Creating your Apple ID
The first thing you want to do is head over to and click on the “Account” menu.

If you already have an Apple ID you can sign in using it or create a new one by clicking “Create yours now”.
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When creating your Apple ID, you are also required to turn on two-factor authentication.
Step 2: Enrolling in the Apple Developer Program
Now that you are logged in, you can click on “Join the Apple Developer Program”.

3.2. Tutorial
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You will land on a page explaining what is the Apple Developer Program.
To continue, click on the “Enroll” button at the top of the page.
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Before you enroll, you are told what are the requirements to enroll as an individual or as a company. After acknowledging this page, you can click on “Start Your Enrollment”.

You are then invited to download the new Apple Developer app from the store.
You can just skip this part by clicking below on “Continue enrollment on the web”.

For the next step, you have to verify your personal contact information.

3.2. Tutorial
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Make sure that everything is correct.

Select your entity type (the one you wish to enroll as). Depending on the type you choose, you might need to give
some additional information.

You can look up if your company/organization already has a Dun & Bradstreet (DUNS) number. Otherwise, you can
request a number on .
You will now be asked to review and accept the . Check the box to confirm you have read it and click on “Continue”.

10
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Fig. 1: Company requirements

3.2. Tutorial
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Step 3: Complete your purchase
On this page, you can review what you are purchasing. Apple Developer Program is not free.
It has a price of 99€ per year.
You are also asked if you want your membership to be renewed automatically. If so, check the box.
You can now press the “Purchase” button.

12
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You are then asked to reconnect with your Apple ID.

3.2. Tutorial
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Step 4: Choosing your payment option
On this page, fill in your billing information to finalize the purchase and choose your payment options.

If you are buying as a company or an organization, do not forget to indicate the VAT number.

It is time to check your order.

14
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Accept Apple’s general conditions of sale and click on order.

You will then go through a validation process depending on your bank.
And you are done.

3.2. Tutorial
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Step 5: Access to the program
You will then receive an email from Apple telling you that your order is being reviewed.
Within 24 hours, you should receive another email welcoming you to the program along other useful links.

You are now an official member of the Apple Developer Program.
Here is how the homepage looks like! Check out all the different resources!

16
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3.2.2 2. How to configure App Store Connect for flutter app iOS deployment with
Appollo
In this tutorial, you will learn how to link your Apple Developer account with Appollo.
Step 1: How to get an Apple API key
Go to and click on the “Account” menu.
Log into your Apple developer account if you need to.

3.2. Tutorial
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You can now see the overview of your account.
Access App Store Connect.
You can also directly go to .

Once that you are on the App Store Connect homepage, you can head over to “Users and Access”.
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You will see a list of the users. Go to the “Keys” tab to see a list of your keys and their status
To add a new key, press the big “+” sign.

To generate an API key, simply define its name, select the role of the user and click on generate.
For more information about role permissions, check out Apple Developer Program’s .
In this case, developer is a sufficient pick.

Your API key has now been generated!
You have the possibility to copy1 the key id and to download the API key2 .
Danger: You can only download it ONCE. Make sure to save it in a safe place!

3.2. Tutorial
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But wait, do not close that tab yet !
Step 2: Link the API key in Appollo
Now that you have successfully generated your API key, you can use it in Appollo CLI to link your accounts.
To get Appollo running, use the following command: appollo.
You will get the subsequent result:

20
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If you do not have an Appollo account yet, you have to create one first.
To do so, simply enter appollo signup.
And follow the prompt instructions.

The starting command that will be of use for this tutorial is the apple one.
Therefore, you can type in appollo apple to see what you can do next.

3.2. Tutorial
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At this stage, you have 8 possible subcommands which are, add, detail, edit, link, ls, refresh-devices, rm and
unlink.
With these commands, you can manage the access between your Apple Developer account and Appollo.
You can add and remove an access or you can list all existing access.
You can also easily get more information about your Apple Developer account with the detail command and link
or unlink an Appollo team with an Apple Developer account.
In this case, you want to add an access. So, type in appollo apple add.
Tip: You can always add --help to your command line to list all the options of the command. That way, you can see
what your next action will be.

If you use the add command, the CLI will ask you to complete the information step-by-step.
You can also directly type in all the required information like this:
22
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appollo apple add --apple-id TEXT --name TEXT --key-id TEXT --issuer-id TEXT --private˓→key FILE

Step 3: Complete the required missing information and where to find it
Now that you know how to add an access between your Apple Developer account and Appollo, in this step, you will
learn where you can find the required information.
For the Apple ID, you can find it on your .
Go to the “Membership” menu and there you will find it. It is actually your Apple Team ID.
Just copy & paste it into the CLI and hit enter to continue.

The next information you need is to give a name to your access.
You can name it however you want.
Next, is your key ID. The one you created earlier.
Go back to your App Store Connect, in the Users and Access menu and in the keys tab.
There will be your keys. You can easily copy the key ID1 .
You can also copy the Issuer ID2 right above because it will be the next line Appollo will ask you to complete.

3.2. Tutorial
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The private key is the last bit of information you need to complete. It is the path where you stored the file of the key
you downloaded3 earlier.
The path should look like this, depending on where you saved the file.
/Users/USERNAME/Downloads/AuthKey_KeyID.p8
You are told that your account was linked successfully with Appollo and you receive your Appollo key.
It will be useful later.
If you type in appollo apple ls, you should now see your access.

And that is how you link your Apple Developer account with Appollo in just 3 easy steps!

3.2.3 3. How to create an App ID using Appollo
What is an App ID (aka identifier) ?
It is the combination of your Team ID and the bundle ID. The Team ID is the one you can find in your membership
information and is supplied by Apple. The bundle ID is the one you define and is a unique identifier for your app on
the App Store. The App ID is required to publish an app on the App Store.
Note: The bundle id should look like this : com.company.appname

24
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In Appollo, you can directly manage your App IDs. Thanks to the appollo app subcommands.

Make a new App ID
You can create a new one using:
appollo app mk --name APP_NAME --bundle-id COM.YOURCOMPANY.YOURAPP
The name is simply the one you want to give to the identifier. Choose your app name to make your life easier.
The bundle ID (e.g.: com.yourcompany.yourapp)

If you have more than one developper account configured in Appollo you will be asked which one you want to use
when running the command.
Let’s check if your App ID was created properly on Apple Developer.
For that, go over to your , then to the “Certificates, Identifiers & Profile” menu.
There, you will find the “Identifiers menu” that contains the list with the possibility to create new ones.

3.2. Tutorial
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3.2.4 4. How to setup Xcode for a Flutter app without a MAC
In this tutorial, you will learn how to configure Xcode with the help of Appollo to build your app.
This can be achieved without a Mac. Therefore, you can accomplish this part on Windows or Linux.
Requirements
Before starting the build, make sure you are in the root folder of your Flutter app.
If you do not have a Flutter app for this tutorial, get started on the .
You also have to make sure that you have already created at least one App ID.
You can use appollo app ls to retrieve a list of all your App IDs.

See previous step of this tutorial if you have skipped it.

26
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Start the configuration build
When starting an Appollo build, with appollo build start, you are asked to select the App ID for which you want
to make a build and also a build type among 6 different types.
At this stage, since you want to be able to configure Xcode, you have to use the configuration build type.

Note: If you only have a single App ID registered on Appollo, it is automatically selected when running appollo
build start.
Your build has now been registered and is starting.
Tip: If the build fails you can easily access the logs of your build with the command appollo build logs and
select the build for which you want to view the logs.

Tip: If you closed your terminal while your app was building you can execute appollo build detail and select
the last build and you will have a detailed view of the build’s status. Builds do not stop if the appollo build start
command is killed.

3.2. Tutorial
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Connect to your configuration build
Once your build is ready, it takes a few minutes, you can use appollo build connect and select your last build in
the list.
This command will list your connection settings and credentials for a remote connection with Spice.

Tip: If you try to connect a build that was not meant for remote desktop, no problem, Appollo will suggest you to
create one automatically.

28
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Use Spice Remote viewer to configure Xcode
For this step, you need a remote desktop access application. In this tutorial, the one used is Spice-Space’s .
Launch your software, it is named RemoteViewer on your computer, indicate the url your were given and connect.

Second, simply type in the connection_password to authenticate.

3.2. Tutorial
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That’s it ! You are now connected to an Appollo-Remote build machine in remote desktop.
Configure Xcode on the Appollo-Remote
At this point, follow these 4-easy steps:
To configure it with Xcode,
1. Open Xcode
2. Select Open an existing project

30
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3. Select file Documents/app/ios/Runner.xcworkspace

3.2. Tutorial
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4. Enjoy !
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We will configure the Bundle Identifier in XCode for our app to be the same to the one we created with Appollo
otherwise Apple will not accept our submission later on in the tutorial. In the left menu of XCode select Runner and
in the General tab under Identity update Bundle Identifier with the bundle ID generated beforehand.

3.2. Tutorial
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3.2.5 5. How to retrieve your settings from Appollo-Remote locally
Once you are satisfied with the configuration, you have two possibilities to retrieve the changes you made in Appollo
locally.
1. If you use Git for your project the easiest is to use the appollo build patch which will Retrieve changes with
a patch file.
2. Otherwise, you can Retrieve changes by downloading the project files locally with the command appollo build
download.

34
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Retrieve changes with a patch file
you are using git and decided to retrieve a git patch containing all the changes you made to Xcode.
First, make sure your build is stopped.
You can check the list of your ongoing builds with appollo build ls and the --all option to see all your other
older builds.
Stopping a build manually is possible by using the command appollo build stop and selecting the build you want
to stop.
When your build is stopped, you can create the patch using appollo build patch.

By default, the file is called appollo.patch and is located in your app folder.

To apply the changes, use the git command git am appollo.patch.

3.2. Tutorial
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Tip: Use --help to see the options of a command. For exemple, with appollo build patch you have options to
name the file of your patch.

Retrieve changes by downloading the project files
First, make sure your build is stopped.
You can check the list of your ongoing builds with appollo build ls and the --all option to see all your other
older builds.
Stopping a build manually is possible by using the command appollo build stop and selecting the build you want
to stop.
When your build is stopped, you can get your files as a zip file by using appollo build download.
Unzip the files and you get the last version of your source code as edited in XCode.

3.2.6 6. How to debug and test your Flutter app in the iOS simulator without a Mac
Debugging and testing your iOS app is fairly easy with Appollo. Even if you do not have a Mac.
For this tutorial, you will have to start a build with a configuration build type. Why use a configuration build type ?
This is because this build type allows you to connect to the Appollo-Remote with the Spice protocol used previously
in the tutorial.
So, type in appollo build start in your terminal and enter configuration.
Let Appollo start the build, and wait a few minutes for the build to end. Once finished you can connect to the AppolloRemote with appollo build connect.

Complete the given information within your remote desktop application to access the Appollo-Remote.
Note: For this step, you need a remote desktop access application. In this tutorial, the one used is Spice-Space’s .

36
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Launch your software, it is named RemoteViewer on your computer, indicate the url your were given and connect.
Once you are on the Appollo-Remote, you can launch the simulator.
It might take some time to boot if it is the first time you are using it.

In parallel, you can also start an instance of the terminal on the Appollo-Remote.
Go into your app using cd Documents/app and use the flutter run command.
Wait a few instants and the app should start on the simulator, you can now debug and test it.

3.2. Tutorial
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3.2.7 7. How to create an IPA file without a Mac for testing purposes on an Apple
Device
In this section of the tutorial, you are going to learn how to effectively build your app to retrieve the IPA file for testing
purposes on physical apple devices.
Tip: An IPA file contains an iOS app. It is a file that can be installed on iOS devices and used as an application. It is
comparable to an Android APK.

38
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Adding your device to Apple Developer
IPA files can be used for testing purposes only if the physical devices on which you want to test them are added to the
Apple Developer Devices.
To register a new device, visit and add a new device.
You will need the UDID of the apple device on which you want to install your app. You can get the UDID by browsing
to udid.tech with your apple device. Or you can get your UDID directly from itunes when your device is plugged in.
Once your device has been registered we can start building the IPA.
Building the IPA
You can use the command appollo build start but this time the build type is going to be ad-hoc.

Your build is being created. Grab a coffee, it can take a few minutes.
Note: The previously used build type configuration for the XCode configuration does not generate an IPA file.

Tip: If you add --help you will see all the different options you have to configure your build. For example, you can
choose the build version.

3.2. Tutorial
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Tip: If you closed your terminal while your app was building you can always check the status with appollo build
detail and selecting your last build in the list.
Builds do not stop if the appollo build start command is killed.
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Your build can have different status, here they are in order:
1. Created: Your build was created but the remote instance has not started yet
2. In progress:
a. Starting instance: The Appollo-Remote instance is booting up
b. Preparing build: Loading the different certificates
c. Building: Your app is being created
d. Getting build result: The patch is created as well as the IPA file
e. Publishing: Sending app on the app store
3. Succeeded
When your build has succeeded, you can use the command appollo build ipa

You will be given a URL. If you use it in a browser, it will download the file.
You can also send the URL to a registered device of your Apple developer account to download the app, for example
by e-mail. When clicking this link directly from your Apple device a prompt will be shown to install the application
on your device.

3.2. Tutorial
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And that is how you can build your app for testing purposes on physical devices.
Tip: To register a new device, visit .

Warning: For the device to be used, it must be registered before you make the build. Otherwise, you will not be
able to install the app.

42
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3.2.8 8. How to publish a Flutter app on the App Store without a Mac
Congratulations, you are almost done !
For this last part of the tutorial, you will learn how to publish your Flutter iOS app on the App Store.
Create your app in the App Store
The first thing you will want to do is to create an iOS app on .

3.2. Tutorial
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You can give whatever name you would like.
Select the bundle ID from the list of App ID you have created earlier in the tutorial.
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If you have no app ID, you can refer to the chapter 3 of this tutorial.
Finally, for SKU you can choose anything you want as long as it is unique.
You now have access to a dashboard for your app. If you scroll down, you will see the Build section.

Build your app
Now that this done, go over the Appollo CLI and use the command appollo build start for your app.
And this time, for the build type: publication
Wait for Appollo to create and start the build.
Then, wait for Apple to send you an email like this one:

3.2. Tutorial
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Publish your app on the App Store
The build section should now look like this:

You can now select your build from the list.
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Apple will ask you if your app responds to encryption standards and other standards you have to comply to.
You did it! Your build has been successfully publish on the app store.
Warning: Do not forget to save your build! Scroll up to see the ‘Save’ button.
For your app to be published on the app store, you still have to complete any missing information and then you can
submit it to Apple for review.
Tip: This type of build can also be published on TestFlight for more testing.
Usually it takes Apple a few days to test your application and approve it or decline it. In case it is declined you will get
an e-mail from Apple telling you why it is not approved (reasons are not always very specific). You can then fix the
issues and publish it again.

3.2. Tutorial
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3.3 Reference Guide
After you mastered the basic concepts, you can come back to this page to learn what commands Appollo offers. You
can learn more about individual Appollo commands with appollo COMMAND --help.

3.3.1 appollo
Command line tool to build & release your flutter apps easily.
Github : https://github.com/Appollo-CLI/Appollo
Documentation : https://appollo.readthedocs.io/en/master/
Download : https://pypi.org/project/appollo/
How does it work ?

The Appollo tool is composed of :
• Appollo-Remote : The pre-configured build machines which handle the setup, build and release of your app
• Appollo-cli : The CLI command line that works as an interface to start Appollo-Remote build machines
This reference guide only covers the Appollo-cli features.
Note: Appollo-Remotes are MacOS build machines on which the flutter build of your application is executed.
Usage:
appollo [OPTIONS] COMMAND [ARGS]...

48
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Options
--version
Show the version and exit.
appollo app
Subcommands to manage your applications on Appollo.
appollo app [OPTIONS] COMMAND [ARGS]...

appollo app import
Imports an app identifier from Apple Developer to Appollo.
appollo app import [OPTIONS]

Options
--name <name>
Your app identifier name (e.g.: your app’s name)
--bundle-id <bundle_id>
The bundle ID for your app on Apple (e.g.: com.company.appname)
--account-key <account_key>
Appollo key to the Apple Developer Account
appollo app link
Links an app identifier to Appollo team with key “KEY”.
Warning: All users who are in a team linked to an Apple Developer Account have full control over it.
appollo app link [OPTIONS] [KEY]

Options
--team-key <team_key>
Key of the team to link

3.3. Reference Guide
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Arguments
KEY
Optional argument
appollo app ls
Lists the app identifiers to which the logged in user has access.
Example output:

Usage:
appollo app ls [OPTIONS]

appollo app mk
Creates a new app identifier.
..note: This will also create an app identifier with this bundle ID on your Developer Account. This allows us to verify
the validity of your bundle ID
appollo app mk [OPTIONS]

Options
--name <name>
Your app identifier name (e.g.: your app’s name)
--bundle-id <bundle_id>
The bundle ID for your app on Apple (e.g.: com.company.appname)
--account-key <account_key>
Appollo key to the Apple Developer Account
appollo app rm
Deletes the app identifier with key “KEY” from Appollo and on Apple if specified.
appollo app rm [OPTIONS] [KEY]

50
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Options
--delete-on-apple
Also delete the app identifier on Apple
Arguments
KEY
Optional argument
appollo app unlink
Links or unlinks an app identifier to Appollo team with key “KEY”.
appollo app unlink [OPTIONS] [KEY]

Options
--team-key <team_key>
Key of the team to link
Arguments
KEY
Optional argument
appollo apple
Subcommands to manage Apple specific settings for Appollo.
Access to an Apple developer account makes it possible for Appollo to retrieve and/or create all information necessary
to create a build of your application that you will be able to publish on the app store.
A number of Apple specific objects is linked to each developer account and make it possible for Appollo to build iOS
apps :
• Certificates : The certificates resource represents the digital certificates you use to sign your iOS or Mac apps
for development and distribution. These are managed automatically by Appollo.
• Profiles : A provisioning profile is a collection of digital entities that uniquely ties developers and devices to an
authorized iPhone Development Team and enables a device to be used for testing. These are managed automatically by Appollo.
• Identifiers : Uniquely identifies your app throughout the Apple eco-system. These are imported or created in
Appollo through command : $ appollo app
• Devices : List of devices on which you want to be able to test your builds prior to release on the App Store. At
least one device should be added to the device list for Appollo to be able to build apps.
These can be added, modified or deleted through .

3.3. Reference Guide
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Danger: Deletion or modification of Certificates, Profiles or Identifiers managed by Appollo through may break
Appollo.
Usage :
appollo apple [OPTIONS] COMMAND [ARGS]...

appollo apple add
Add access to an Apple developer account for Appollo.
Warning: Once the developer account has been created there is no way to retrieve the private key from Appollo.

Note: We have no way to verify your developer account’s ID on Apple. In case of error, your builds will fail.
appollo apple add [OPTIONS]

Options
--apple-id <apple_id>
Required ID of your developer account on Apple
--name <name>
A user friendly name for Appollo
--key-id <key_id>
Required API key “Key ID” on App Store Connect
--issuer-id <issuer_id>
Required Issuer ID on App Store Connect
--private-key <private_key>
Required Path to the private key downloaded from App Store Connect
appollo apple detail
Gets detailed information about your Apple Developer Account with key “KEY” on Appollo.
Returned information :
• General information
• Devices
• Certificates
• Provisioning profiles
Note: Appollo updates Apple Developer Account information automatically when starting a build with Appollo.
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Example output :

3.3. Reference Guide
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Usage :
appollo apple detail [OPTIONS] KEY

Arguments
KEY
Required argument
appollo apple edit
Edit properties of a developer account linked to Appollo.
Note: We have no way to verify your developer account’s ID on Apple. In case of error, your builds will fail.
appollo apple edit [OPTIONS] KEY

Options
--apple-id <apple_id>
ID of your developer account on Apple
--name <name>
A user friendly name for Appollo
Arguments
KEY
Required argument
appollo apple link
Links the developer account with key “KEY” to an Appollo team.
By default a newly added Apple Developer Account created on Appollo is only linked to the user having created it.
When using this command you can link the Apple Developer Account directly to one of your teams on Appollo giving
full access to your team members.
Warning: All users who are in a team linked to an Apple Developer Account have full control over it.

Note: Once the developer account has been created, there is no way to retrieve the private key from Appollo. Making
it impossible for team members to “steal” your Apple Developer account.
appollo apple link [OPTIONS] KEY
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Options
--team-key <team_key>
Key of the team to link
Arguments
KEY
Required argument
appollo apple ls
Lists Apple Developer Accounts to which you have access.
Example output :

Usage :
appollo apple ls [OPTIONS]

appollo apple refresh-devices
Synchronizes the list of devices on Appollo with the Apple Developer account
This command is used when you have just added or removed a new device from your Apple Developer account and
you need it on Appollo.
appollo apple refresh-devices [OPTIONS] KEY

Options
-q, --quiet
Flag to know if the refreshed list of devices should be hidden or not
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Arguments
KEY
Required argument
appollo apple rm
Removes access to Apple Developer account with key “KEY” for Appollo.
This does not remove the Apple Developer account from Apple, it only removes the link between Appollo and Apple.
..note:: This will also remove every application, every build, every devices, every certificate, every profile and every
objects related to that Apple Developer account on Appollo (it will not remove these from Apple).
appollo apple rm [OPTIONS] KEY

Options
--yes
Confirm the action without prompting.
Arguments
KEY
Required argument
appollo apple unlink
Unlinks the developer account with key “KEY” from an Appollo team.
appollo apple unlink [OPTIONS] KEY

Options
--team-key <team_key>
Key of the team to link
Arguments
KEY
Required argument
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appollo build
Subcommands to build an app and track builds.
When starting a new project commands are mostly executed in this order :
1. appollo build start --build-type="configuration [DIRECTORY]" to create an Appollo-Remote
with the right environment for your application.
2. appollo build connect to get your connection settings and access the Appolo Remote on which you can test
and setup your application with XCode.
3. appollo build stop to stop your Appolo Remote when you’re done editing your settings.
4. appollo build patch to retrieve the changes made on the Appollo-Remote.
5. git am appollo.patch to apply the changes locally.
6. appollo build start [OPTIONS] [DIRECTORY] to build your app with Flutter and generate an IPA or to
publish your app on the App Store.
Usage:
appollo build [OPTIONS] COMMAND [ARGS]...

appollo build connect
Get the connection information for an Appollo-Remote linked to a build.
This command is mainly used when it is needed to connect to the Appollo-Remote with a Remote Desktop client :
- Xcode configuration
- Debugging and detailed log analysis
- Correcting code and restarting a build after failure
- Testing the application on the iPhone or iPad simulator.
This command will start an Appollo-Remote and return connection settings and credentials for you to connect with a
remote desktop client to the Appollo-Remote.
Note: Appollo-Remotes are active for 30 minutes before being closed automatically.

Note: Appollo-Remotes are MacOS build machines on which the flutter build of your application is executed.

Note: The connection uses the spice protocol, your Remote Desktop client must support it to allow you to use an
Appollo-Remote.
appollo build connect [OPTIONS] [KEY]
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Options
-y, --yes
Automatically create an Appollo Remote if your build was not setup for remote desktop
Arguments
KEY
Optional argument
appollo build detail
Fetches detailed information of a build.
Returns the location of the logs and application artifacts.
appollo build detail [OPTIONS] [KEY]

Arguments
KEY
Optional argument
appollo build download
Get the modified source code of a build.
This command is used when a build is finished or stopped to retrieve its entire directory on the remote machine.

appollo build download [OPTIONS] [KEY]

Options
-o, --output <output>
Output filename (default: source.zip)
Arguments
KEY
Optional argument
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appollo build flutter-versions
Lists the Flutter versions available on Appollo.
appollo build flutter-versions [OPTIONS]

appollo build ipa
Get the ipa file of a build.
This command is used when a build of type ad-hoc, ipa, validation or publication has succeeded.
It returns an url to get the IPA, either to download it, or to install it if opened from an iOS device.

appollo build ipa [OPTIONS] [KEY]

Arguments
KEY
Optional argument
appollo build logs
Outputs the logs of a build
Note: Logs are printed only when a command has finished its execution. In particular, Flutter logs are only printed
when the flutter command execution has ended.
appollo build logs [OPTIONS] [KEY]

Arguments
KEY
Optional argument
appollo build ls
Lists builds on Appollo.
appollo build ls [OPTIONS]
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Options
-a, --all
shows your builds and the builds from your teams
appollo build patch
Retrieve a patch that gathers all changes made to the source code of a build.
This command is used when a build is finished and succeeded or when you have stopped an Appollo Remote on
which you configured an app with XCode.

Note: The patch was made on a blank Git repo.
appollo build patch [OPTIONS] [KEY]

Options
-o, --output <output>
Output filename (default: appollo.patch)
Arguments
KEY
Optional argument
appollo build rm
Deletes a build and its corresponding Appollo-Remote.
Note: Appollo-Remotes are MacOS build machines on which the flutter build of your application is executed.
appollo build rm [OPTIONS] [KEY]

Arguments
KEY
Optional argument
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appollo build start
Start a new build from scratch
DIRECTORY : Home directory of the flutter project. If not provided gets the current directory.
The Appollo tool is composed of :
• Appollo-Remote : The pre-configured build machines which handle the setup, build and release of your app
• Appollo-cli : The CLI command line that works as an interface to start Appollo-Remote build machines
appollo build start [DIRECTORY] --build-type <build-type> creates an Appollo-Remote and builds the
app either for development, ad-hoc, distribution, validation or publication
• Configuration: launch an Appollo-Remote to allow you to configure your project on XCode
• Development : builds the app for testing on an iOS simulator.
• Ad-hoc : Build an .ipa file for testing on the devices listed in your developer account. For the list of devices
check appollo apple detail <apple-dev-account-key>.
• Distribution : Build an .ipa file that can be distributed on any device.
• Validation : Build an .ipa file and validates that it can be released on the App Store.
• Publication : Build an .ipa file and publish it on the App Store. Once this build succeeds you have to go on the
App Store to complete information and screenshots related to your new application version.
Killing this command will not stop the build you can check the progress of all your Appollo-Remotes by running
appollo build ls or get detailed information by running appollo build detail and selecting your build.
appollo build start [OPTIONS] [APP_KEY] [DIRECTORY]

Options
--build-type <build_type>
Build type
Options configuration | development | ad-hoc | distribution | validation | publication
--flutter <flutter>
Flutter version for your build (example “2.8.1”). Use appollo build flutter-versions to see all available versions
--minimal-ios-version <minimal_ios_version>
Minimal iOS version for you application (example “9.0”)
--app-version <app_version>
App version to set for this build (for example “1.3.1”). If not set, the version in pubspec.yaml will be used
--build-number <build_number>
Build number to set for this build (the number after ‘+’ in the version in pubspec.yaml). If not set, the build
number in pubspec.yaml will be used
--no-progress
Do not display the progress and exit the command immediately.
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Arguments
APP_KEY
Optional argument
DIRECTORY
Optional argument
appollo build stop
Stops a running build
appollo build stop [OPTIONS] [KEY]

Arguments
KEY
Optional argument
appollo profile
Profile of the logged in user.
Example output :

The top part displays the user account information and the location of the Appollo config.ini file on your system.
The bottom part either :
• Displays the list of Teams to which the logged in user has access. The Admin field is shown in green if the logged
in user is the admin of the team.
• Is not shown if the logged in user has no teams or has not been added to any teams.
Usage :
appollo profile [OPTIONS]
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Options
--ini
Highlight config.ini path
appollo signin
Logs in to your Appollo account.
Login is based on e-mail and password. This command stores the connection token for future commands in a config.ini
file. To get the location of the config.ini file run appollo profile --ini once connected.
appollo signin [OPTIONS]

Options
--email <email>
--password <password>
appollo signout
Log out of your Appollo account.
This command deletes the connection token from the config.ini file associated with Appollo. To get the location of the
config.ini file run appollo profile --ini
appollo signout [OPTIONS]

appollo signup
Creates an Appollo user account.
E-mail, username and password are required
appollo signup [OPTIONS]

Options
--email <email>
--username <username>
--password <password>
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appollo team
Subcommands to manage teams and corresponding users.
A user can be part of multiple teams. Each team has only one admin. The admin can add or remove users based on
their username.
The team system is used in case a user wants to share access to his Apple Developer Account, his app identifiers or his
builds to other developers with whom he collaborates.
Warning: If an object (App or Apple Developer Account) is linked to a team then all members of this team have
full control over the object.
Usage :
appollo team [OPTIONS] COMMAND [ARGS]...

appollo team ls
Lists the teams to which the logged in user has access.
Returns a list with :
• General team information
• List of team members
• List of app identifiers in the team
• List of Apple Developer accounts to which the team has access
Example output :

Usage :
appollo team ls [OPTIONS]
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appollo team member
Commands to manage team members.
appollo team member [OPTIONS] COMMAND [ARGS]...

appollo team member add
Adds a user to a team.
appollo team member add [OPTIONS] KEY

Options
--username <username>
username of the new team member
Arguments
KEY
Required argument
appollo team member rm
Removes a user from a team.
appollo team member rm [OPTIONS] KEY

Options
--username <username>
username of the team member to remove
Arguments
KEY
Required argument
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appollo team mk
Creates a team and sets the logged in user as team admin.
appollo team mk [OPTIONS]

Options
--name <name>
appollo team rm
Deletes a team.
appollo team rm [OPTIONS] KEY

Options
--yes
Confirm the action without prompting.
Arguments
KEY
Required argument

3.4 Contribute
First off, thank you for considering contributing to Appollo.
The main purpose of these guidelines is to establish a good communication channel between you and the developers
behind the project.
The goal is to keep Appollo evolving to make Flutter developer’s lives easier.

3.4.1 How can you make Appollo project evolve?
If you notice any bugs or issue, you can report it directly on .
For improvements and feature request, you can notify them there too.
We recommend that you wait for a confirmation of your bug or an approval of your feature request before you start
coding your pull request. Pull requests linked to open issues are very much appreciated.
We are also thrilled to receive a variety of other contributions, including:
• Tutorials, blog posts or simply mentioning Appollo
• Improving the documentation, submitting bug reports and feature reports or writing code
• Any suggestion to enhance the experience and design such as spelling and/or grammar fixes
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Appollo’s GitHub issue tracker is only intended for bugs and improvement suggestions.

3.4.2 Get in touch!
If you have a general question or require some functional support, you can post it on .
Moreover, do not hesitate to ask about your issue on our community .
It will be a pleasure for us to help you!
Thank you all very much!
The Appollo team.
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